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Flexible users where are you?
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Consumers’ engagement
The energy transition demands consumers to adopt a new 
role: from passive users of energy to co-creators of energy
services

Consumers are expected to act as prosumers: not only will
they use energy but they will produce it, either as generators
(e.g., with their PVs) or as flexibilizators (e.g., by shifting
energy consumtion following grid conditions).

The consumers’ transition to this new role is often referred
to as “consumers engagement”

Engagement is the building block of EU Energy Policy 
(Bertoldi, 2020) and yet, consumers are far from being
engaged with energy matters.



Expanding the notion of 
engagement

Experiments, demos and sandboxes are being implemented to test 
antecedents, interventions, mechanisms that enable consumers to 
adopt a more engaged role (Mlecnik et al., 2020). 

Most of the studies focus on the use-stage: experiences and
behavior of consumers that are already part of the experiment.

Limited attention has been devoted to the recruitment stage;
however,

• Engagement starts at recruitment (Darby, 2020; Parrish et al.,
2019)

• Recruitment conditions the validity of the experiment (self-
selection may limit the replicability and exploitation of results)

• Managers of these experiments attest the difficulties in
recruiting consumers



A focus on flexibility

Flexibility provision (both implicit and explicit) is particularly
problematic as consumers

• Have more difficulties in understanding the benefits of 
flexibility for them, the environment or the community; 

• Have more reluctance to participate as the provision of 
flexibility may disrupt consumers’ routines

• Need to have particular equipment (Parris et al. 2019) and 
flexibility capital (Fjellså et al., 2021a, 2021b) to be able to 
take part in the experiments



A focus on demand 
flexibility

Flexibility provision (particularly, explicit demand flexibility) is
particularly problematic as consumers

• Have more difficulties in understanding the benefits of 
flexibility for them, the environment or the community; 

• Have more reluctance to participate as the provision of 
flexibility may disrupt consumers’ routines

• Need to have particular equipment (Parris et al. 2019) and 
flexibility capital (Fjellså et al., 2021a, 2021b) to be able to 
take part in the experiments



How to recruit users to 
participate in EDF 

Target  
description

Message
strategy

Channel
strategy

KPIs

Whom to address?

What to say?

Where to say it?

What works best?

1
plan
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Overall
strategy

From
motivation to 

eligibility

Environmentally
concerned (especially
with decabornization)

Larger number of 
expresión of interest; 

lower rate of 
conversión. 

Most of them are 
rejected as they do not 

have the right
equipment to take part

From eligibility
to motivation

Target those with the
equipment enabling

EDF

Build motivation: they
will make the most of 

their (expensive) 
equipment; EDF 

provides additional
value (economic, 

social or
environmental)

Target those with the
equipment enabling

EDF
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How to 
locate 

eligible 
users

for EDF

Self-selection of users
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How to 
locate 

eligible 
users

for EDF

Directed attention
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3 Locate comercial 
and industrial 
users likely to 
have equipment

Develop
economic value
propositions
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